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1 Introduction

The accumulation of complete sequences of many microbial genomes (bacterial and archaeal) opens new opportunities for a more comprehensive comparison of microorganisms. The comparison of whole genome sequences allows the identification of coding and regulatory regions, the function and the evolution of gene families, the rate of gene conservation, variations of gene functionality in various organisms, and mechanisms of evolution [1, 2]. Particularly, the interspecies comparison of gene order got into focus in the last years. Information received from gene cluster analysis will help identifying functionally related genes and thus, support the understanding of metabolic pathways. Furthermore, the rate of gene order conservation improves the development of evolutionary hypotheses about events like horizontal gene transfer and specification [3].

The discovery of conserved gene clusters is a non-trivial task, since microbial genomes can have up to nearly 10,000 genes [4]. Furthermore, the architecture of microbial genomes, even within the same species, can be highly variable and the order of genes and their coding is less conserved as could be expected. Moreover, evolutionary processes causing this fluidity are not fully understood yet [5].

There exist several methods which have been proposed for comparing gene orders in pairs of genomes, multiple genomes, and for detecting local gene order conservation [6, 7, 8, 9, 3, 10]. These methods differ with respect to the amount of gene insertions/deletions and local rearrangements allowed. The application of these and other methods have produced a wealth of functional and evolutionary information, which was interpreted in the more general framework of genome
context analysis. However, all methods available at present lack the ability to
discover qualitative relations about gene order conservation which in turn can
be used to improve the genome context analysis. For example, the alignment of
microbial genomes can be supported by spatial knowledge of genomic structures.
A qualitative representation is required since quantitative modeling of genome
structures (concrete positions, lengths, and distances) would disregard genome
rearrangements and any kind of mutations. Thus, an approach is required which
discovers gene order conservation and, furthermore, qualitative spatial relations
of gene order.

Here we will describe an approach to discover frequent gene patterns in micro-
bial genomes which, in addition to the identification of conserved gene clusters,
is capable of extracting spatial relations from the data. The approach is based
upon the combination of a system of interval relations known from AI research
on temporal and spatial reasoning [11], and upon the application of association
rules [12] on instances modeled by these interval relations.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Spatial-Rational Modeling of Gene Order

Microbial genome sequences are assumed to be linear as in data base entries
instead of circular as for most microorganisms in vivo. Any gene is modeled as
an interval in the form of $s_i < e_i$, with $s_i$ and $e_i$ as defined starting- and end-points
in the genome sequence. For simplification the genes are continuously numbered
in the $5' \rightarrow 3'$-direction from 1 to $n$ in their order of succession. A genome
sequence containing $n$ genes is of the form $\sigma : (g_1(s_1, e_1), \ldots, g_n(s_n, e_n)|s_i < s_j)$.

To qualitatively model spatial relations between genes we use Allen’s interval
logic [11]. There exists a set of thirteen basic relationships denoted by $I$ which
can hold between two intervals, namely: before (b), after (bi), meets (m), met-
by (mi), overlaps (o), overlapped-by (oi), starts (s), started-by (si), finishes (f),
finished-by (fi), during (d), contains (di), and equals (eq) (Figure 1).

Given $n$ genes of a genome sequence $\sigma$, we can capture their relative positions
to each other by an $n \times n$ matrix $N$ where any cell $N(i, j)$ describes the relationship
$r \in I$ between the genes $i$ and $j$. Thus, a genome instance is a tuple $\gamma : (\sigma, N)$.

2.2 Discovery of Frequent Gene Patterns

A gene pattern $\pi$ of size $k$ is defined by a triplet $\pi : (p, R, \tau)$, where $p : \{g_1, \ldots, g_k\}$
is the set of genes included, $R \in I^{n \times n}$ denotes the relationships between any
$g_i(s_i, e_i)$ and $g_j(s_j, e_j)$, and $\tau \subseteq \Gamma$, where $\Gamma$ is the set of all genomes under
evaluation. We call such a pattern by definition a $k$-pattern. The frequency $f_{\pi}$
of a gene pattern $\pi$ is its number of distinct occurrences in the set of genome
instances under evaluation. In order to be considered relevant, a gene pattern has to contain a minimum number of genes, i.e. $k$ has to exceed a given threshold. Furthermore, only those patterns which can be observed in a neighborhood with a specified number $w$ of genes are generated. This in turn limits the number $k$ of genes in any $\pi$ to a maximum of $w$.

To find all patterns of a set of genome instances $\Gamma$ whose frequency lies above a given threshold, first all frequent 1-patterns ($k = 1$) are constructed. Next we try to extend any 1-pattern to a 2-pattern by iterating over its associated set $\tau$ of genomes and searching for frequent genes within $w$. The fact that the frequency of a pattern is less than or equal to the frequency of any of its subpatterns guarantees that no frequent pattern will be missed [13]

$$\forall \pi, \omega : \omega \subset \pi \Rightarrow f(\omega) \geq f(\pi)$$ (1)

With the increase of $k$, the number of potential patterns grows exponentially. Thus, constructing all $k$-patterns as described above can be very time-consuming for large $k$'s. Therefore, pruning techniques introduced by Höppner [14] are used to keep the increase in the number of candidate patterns moderate. Every subpattern of a $(k+1)$-pattern candidate is frequent after (1). Thus, any two frequent $k$-patterns $\pi_i$ and $\pi_j$ can be joined to a $(k+1)$-pattern $\pi_x$, if they occur in the same genome instances and share a common subpattern. Let us denote the remaining genes beside the common subpattern in $\pi_i$ and $\pi_j$ with $p$ and $q$, respectively. In order to build the relation matrix of $\pi_x$ the relations for the common subpattern denoted by $A$ can be taken from $\pi_i$ or $\pi_j$. Furthermore, the relations between $p$ and $q$ and the first $(k-1)$ gene can also be taken from $\pi_i$ and $\pi_j$. Thus, the only degree of freedom within $\pi_x$ is the relation $r$ between $p$ and $q$.

Figure 2 illustrates how to build the $(k+1)$-pattern matrix $\pi_x$ out of $\pi_i$ and $\pi_j$.  

---

**Table 1**: The 13 basic relations which can hold between two intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Inverse</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x before y</td>
<td>y after x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x meets y</td>
<td>y met-by x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x overlaps y</td>
<td>y overlapped-by x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x starts y</td>
<td>y started-by x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x during y</td>
<td>y contains x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x finishes y</td>
<td>y finished-by x</td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x equals y</td>
<td></td>
<td>![Diagram]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The 13 basic relations which can hold between two intervals.
Figure 2: General procedure to generate a \((k+1)\)-pattern \(\pi_x\) (c) out of two \(k\)-patterns \(\pi_i\) (a) and \(\pi_j\) (b). An example of the procedure is given in (d) (e) (f), where the common subpattern of (d) and (e) is A.

The freedom in choosing \(r\) yields 13 different patterns which may become the candidate \((k+1)\)-pattern because there are 13 interval relations. Since the search for an extension is directed into the 5’ \(\rightarrow\) 3’-direction, we can reduce the possible values of \(r\) to a maximal number of 7 by ignoring the inverse relations without any loss of generality. Before checking all genome instances of the \(k\)-patterns for one of the relations between \(p\) and \(q\), another pruning technique based on the law of transitivity can be applied. In Allen [11] a transitivity table for any relations between 3 intervals is given where the relation \(r_{ab}\) between \(a\) and \(b\), and \(r_{bc}\) between \(b\) and \(c\) may constrain the possible relations \(r_{ac}\) between \(a\) and \(c\). For example, the 2-patterns “A meets B” and “A before C” share the \((k-1)\)-pattern “A”. The missing relation \(r\) between B and C is \{c, f, o, m, b\}, obtained by the transitivity table. Only those relations which do not contradict the result obtained by the law of transitivity can be included in the \((k+1)\)-pattern \(\pi_x\). All \(k\)-patterns sharing a common subpattern and occurring in the same instances can recursively be joined to \((k+1)\)-patterns until either all \(k\)-patterns having a \(k = w\), or there exists no further two \(k\)-patterns which can be joined. Patterns generated are stored according to their \(k\) in decreasing order of \(k\). Furthermore, all \(k\)-patterns are sorted in decreasing order of their frequency \(f\).
2.3 Producing a Non-Redundant Set of Patterns

Since patterns are generated by extending any $k$-pattern in the 5’ → 3’-direction the result-set of the frequent patterns may contain some redundancy. This redundancy occurs if there exist a $k$-pattern $\pi_i$ starting with a gene $g_i$, with $s_i < ... < s_k$, and another $k$-pattern $\pi_j$ starting with the gene $g_{i+1}$, with $s_{i+1} < ... < s_k$, i.e. the pattern $\pi_j$ is a subpattern of $\pi_i$. In order to produce a non-redundant set of patterns, for any $k$-pattern it is tested whether there exists a $k+n$-pattern, with $n = w - k$, of which the $k$-pattern is a subpattern. If so, this $k$-patterns is removed from the result set.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Sequence Data

For an evaluation, the approach was applied to orthologous genes of 3 complete prokaryotic genomes which were extracted from the database of Clusters of Orthologous Genes Groups of Proteins (COGs) at the Genome division of the NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/) [15, 16]. The analyzed genomes were of the following species: *Mycoplasma genitalium* (Mge), *Mycoplasma pneumoniae* (Mpn), and *Ureaplasma urealyticum* (Uur), all belonging to the family of *Mycoplasmataceae*.

Figure 3: Number of discovered gene patterns between Mge, Mpn and Uur.
3.2 Results

Adjusting the parameters to the following: $k = 2$ (at least two genes in any pattern), $w = 6$ (max. 6 genes in any pattern), and $f = 2$ (patterns occur in at least two genomes), altogether, 1310 conserved clusters of orthologous genes were detected. Only 416 of these clusters could be observed in all 3 genomes (frequency = 1.0), which in turn were distributed to 159 2-patterns, 182 3-patterns, 69 4-patterns, and 6 5-patterns (Figure 3). All 6-patterns observed showed a frequency of 0.67, i.e., were detected in only two genomes. Moreover, only three of the 6-patterns were detected between Mge and Uur, whereas all other 442 were observed between Mge and Mpn. This is probably due to the fact that Mge and Mpn are phylogenetic closer related to each other then is Uur to either Mge or Mpn. Figure 4 gives an example of a 6-pattern identified between Mge and Mpn.

4 Conclusions

We have proposed a technique for the discovery of gene patterns from a set of complete microbial genomes. The example in section 3 has shown that the proposed method is capable of discovering large, complex, and conserved clusters of genes. In addition, the approach will find qualitative relations between those genes. In order to model gene order, the approach uses intuitive interval relations which allows for an easy verification of the knowledge by an expert. Furthermore, the knowledge gained through the approach can be introduced without further remodeling within knowledge-based systems since they allow for a formal reasoning.
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